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WOMEN'S WORK IN FAIR EXHIBITS
By BLANCHE E. HYDE

Two or more generations ago the annual fair was largely a
case of "Come, Mother, I've got the big pumpkin and the apples;
bring your new quilt and the butter from the last churning and
we'll start for the Fair !"

But the years bring changes in needs and customs, and no
where is this more apparent than in fair exhibits.

The "glory" which came to the exhibitor of the biggest
pumpkin and like monstrosities has ceased to be a sufficient re
ward. Instead a tribute of cold cash is expected, and so the early
spirit of friendly rivalry has come to be almost a battle for gold.
This is true in practically all departments, and it is little wonder
that many of our fairs have become somewhat commercialized,
in that many of the older and larger ones are no\v run by a paid
secretary, who in n1any cases is obliged to make the fair a finan
cial success, or at least a self-supporting proposition.

Revenue is obtained by the sale of concessions, by advertis
ing, by gate receipts, and by the sale of seats in the grandstand,
and some times by appropriations or subscriptions. After the
necessary expenses are met the money is used to pay the prem
iums in the different departments provided money premiums
are offered. In many cases the premiums taken at local fairs
provide a substantial sum, and to some the winning of the prem
ium money is the main feature of the fair, instead of the foster
ing of friendly relationships, or the exchange of ideas and meth
ods, thus making the competition more commercial than educa
tional.

As this bulletin is to deal more \vith displays of won1en's
work, the cows, pigs, turnips, corn and squash can be left in the
barns and on the shelves to fight for supremacy, each in its o"\vn
department, and \ve will consider the details of won1en's work.

Women's part in fairs generally consists of arranging or
helping to arrange the community exhibits, in making premiun1
lists, and planni11g and managing the ,vomen's departn1ents in
community, county and state fairs.

Place of Exhibit.-The ,vriter 11as attended fairs held in al
most every conceivable type of place, from beautiful exhibit
buildi11gs, built for t11e purpose on land o\vned by fair associa
tions, to temporary booths set up on vac.ant lots; exhibits arra11g
ed in barns and barn yards of public-spirited citizens whose pla
ces are conveniently located; in school houses, community 11alls
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and municipal auditoriums. The place, however, makes no dif
ference. A fair held in a barn may be a far greater factor in the
education and social life of a community, especially if everyone
puts his shoulder to the wheel, than one held in the most splen
didly equipped building.

Division of Space.-In community fairs held in local halls or
schools with ample floor space, the division of the space for the
different agricultural products and for women's work, with the
livestock quartered outside, is a much more simple matter than
the apportioning of con1munity space in a county fair.

In the larger fairs where there are community exhibits the
space allotted for these n1ay be equal in size or planned in pro
portion to the population.

Some fair associations do not, however, consider the size of
the population, but apportion equal space to all communities.

In fairs where the exhibits are classified the size of the space
devoted to the different classes is generally regulated by the
amount of the exhibit material shown the previous year.

A sort of booth arrangement dividing the exhibits or class
es is generally liked better than continuous shelves where it is
difficult to see where one exhibit ends and another begins. Some
satisfactory booth apportionments are:

8 feet long by 3 feet 8 inches deep or
12 feet long by 3 feet 8 inches deep

One of the larger fairs allots spaces 15 feet square to its
communities.

The coverings, or roofs, over booths or exhibits are being
gradu'ally done away with, as they detract from the general ef
fect of space and break up the unified effect.

Exhibit Shelves and Racks.-U11fortunately in most fairs
these are changed each year, but with the growing interest in
fairs, permanent buildings will be built with permanent shelves
or racks and definite booth arrangements.

If the space is limited an arrangement of screens which will
furnish exhibit space on both sides will be .found quite satisfac
tory. These screens may also serve as dividing lines between
exhibits. Portable shelves, stands, tables or racks similar to
those used by commercial firms will be found more economical
than built-in shelves, if these have to be taken down after the
fair. The portable ones can be stored from year to year. Sev
eral of these are illustrated.

The old type of exhibit rack arranged like a flight of steps,
or stairs, is gradually passing away. A combination of this with
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GOOD TYPE OF PORTABLE EXHIBIT RACK

a wider shelf arrangement is found quite satisfactory for some
community booths.

The illustrations showing community booths will give an
idea of this type.

The planning of exhibit cases for baked goods in the food
departments offers quite a serious problem. It goes without say
ing that all baked goods should be covered, and if possible glass
cases should be used. lVlany fairs depend on borrowing glass
showcases from local stores. Obviously no Olle store is ,villing
to loan m'any of these, even- for the few days of the fair, there
fore if a large amount of food is to be taken care of the varied
types of show cases present an appearance that is anything but
uniform and attractive. Too often, too, tl1ese cases are placed
so far below the eye that one sees only the top of the food dis
played. Neither should the top of the cases be used as a s11elf
for placing other exhibit articles or equipn1ent.

The care of dairy products, such as butter, cheese, milk and
eggs in a community's g~neral exhibit, needs careful planniIlg,
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as these should be kept cool if not ice cold. If ice cannot be pro
vided, a well-made iceless refrigerator can be used and will also
serve as an exhibit and demonstration. The writer has seen ice
in a pan used very successfully in a glass show case. This meth
od, however, requires frequent renewing.

The ideal equipment to take care of baked goods would be
uniform glass cases for all community booths with several of
the same type for the general department of foods and pantry
stores. A modern refrigerator with glass front would also add
much in both convenience and beauty.

An excellent suggestion would be for each community to
raise money for the purchase of suitable exhibit cases for the
local fair, and to use in the community booths at the county fair.

Decorations.-These are a very in1portant feature of all
fairs.

As far as possible it is a good plan to use natural decorations
instead of"those of crepe paper or artificial flowers. Frequently
the exhibits themselves will form the only needed decoration,
and where it is possible to make them answer for the decorations
the display is especially effective.
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this the requirements may be set so high that would-be exhibit
ors become discouraged and lose their enthusiasm about exhibit
ing.

Then again, too much material is apt to be displayed which
has no educational, social or economic value. The question there
fore arises-What constitutes good exhibit material?

The article exhibited should have some reason for being
entered; that is, it should be either useful or beautiful. The lat
ter term should include color, design and workmanship.

Articles exhibited must be as near perfect as possible in all
points of construction, regardless of the class in which they are
entered.

Another characteristic often neglected is that elusive one
known as "interesting."

Learn to discern what forms an interesting exhibit. To sum
up, three points to be kept in mind are, useful, beautiful, or in
teresting. A square of unbleached domestic with a plain hem
around the edge to use as a tablecloth or a flour sack hemmed
to serve as a tea-to\vel may be useful and also economical, but
it is neither beautiful nor interesting, and would not be good
exhibit material.

A set of underwear for a child made from flour sacks might
not be beautiful but it would be both useful and interesting and
would be good exhibit material. Its value ~"ould be largely be
cause of the economy it suggests.

An apron of unbleached domestic decorated with elaborate
applique may be both useful and beautiful but such decoration
has almost ceased to be interesting because it has been almost
overdone. Then too the amount of ¥lork required is entirely out
of proportion to the worth of the material on '~lhich it is put.

The needlework exhibits seem to be prone to contain articles
which are not only out of date but the need for "''"hich is often
obsolete thru changing customs.

Classifications and premium lists of needlework departments
should be done over frequently for there are just as many s(yles
and changes in needlework as in clothing. There are always
fe\ver changes necessar~y in the premium lists for foods and pa~
try stores.

The articles entered in needle\vork departments should not
only be up-tO-date from a standpoint of style and usage, but in
good conditioIl also.

No article V\Thich has once received a premium should be en
tered again. This \vill require the careful keeping of records.
Repeaters are often found in exhibits of needle,,'ork and can
ned goods.
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Perfection of product is almost an essential requirement
where foods are concerned.

Certain foods are not especially suited for exhibits at fairs,
especially if the exhibit is to remain in place for several days.

Pies of all kinds make an unattractive exhibit, especially
after being cut for judging. This is particularly true of pies
topped with meringue or one-crust pies. In fact, any pie after
it is cut is anything but pleasing exhibit material.

Too much cannot be said about the need for uniformity in
the food, pantry stores and canned goods department. In the
larger fairs definite requirements should be stated as to the size
and shape of loaves of bread and loaf and layer cakes. It might
be a good idea, too, to limit tIle number of layers and to suggest
more digestible fillings.

Much of the food exhibited has to be prepared the day be
fore, and is often transported a long distance, and this factor
enters very much into what should be listed in the premium list.

Uniform containers for all canned goods should be insisted
upon. Pint jars are' preferable to quarts unless corn is to be
canned on the cob, or asparagus to be canned whole.

JARS OF UNIFORM SIZE AND MAKE GIVE A PLEASING EFFECT
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One of the illustrations sho,vs the pleasing effect of a num
ber of jars of the same size. Further attractiveness may be giv
en exhibits of foods and pantry stores bJr the grouping of exhib
its of the same type or same color.

The color effects of the canned goods and jellies may be
greatly enhanced by placing on open shelves covered with tis
sue, and the placing of lights behind to illuminate the exhibit.

Information regarding foods, and collections of recipes may
be obtained by writing to the Extension Service at the Colorado
Agricultural College.

In connection with the worthwhileness of exhibits, let us
suggest that certain of the premiums, in the food and needle
work departments as well as in the community exhibits, require
that the exhibit shall be accompanied by a card giving the cost of
the article and the length of time taken to produce it. In the
foods and canned goods, the exhibit might be accompanied by
the re~ipe. A similar method has been used in needlework de
partments for sometime in connection with tIle exhibits of re
modeled garments, requiring that the garment shall be accom
panied by a picture or description of the garnlent from which
it ,vas made, together \vith the cost of the remodeled garment.
To this should also be added the amount of time consumed in
construction.

To use this method \vith elaborate layer cal(es and also in the
needlework witll center pieces decorated with intricate designs
of embroidery and erochet, \vould no doubt do much to challge
the character of exhibits into something more vvorthwhile.

Classification of Entries.-Much confusion is saved if arti
cles are properly classified. While different classifications may
be used, that of the type of work in sewing, the kind of garment
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serves, jams, marmalades, jellies, canned vegetables, canned
meats, dried foods, pickles and relishes, raised breads, quick
breads, cakes, cookies, pastry, dairy products and miscellaneous.

Certain suggestions or requirements might be listed at the
beginning of each class, and if desired a special class might be
included for jellies made with commercial pectin. This would
be especially appreciated in districts where the principal fruit
contained little or no pectin.

Under needlework the following classes seem to cover the
general field: Hand-sewed articles, home-made clothing, relll0d
eled garments and articles for household use; quilts and coun
terpanes, crochet, knitted articles, white embroidery, colored elll
broidery, rugs, weaving, knitting by hand machine, miscella
neous.

Since the war, the grovving use in honles of knitting ma
chines has made it necessary to include a class for articles made
on such a machine.

Embroidery done with a patent needle or nlachine should
be eliminated.

Caring for Exhibits.-AII baked goods should be kept under
glass. All dairy products must be kept on ice and definite ar
rangements should be 11lade for replenishing the ice.

In the needle,vork department the exhibits should be cov
ered with paper or other\\rise protected during all sweeping and
cleaning.

Make sonle arrangement, if articles ,vhich are in community
exhibits have to be judged in opell class also, so that there "Vvill
be no delay for the judge and so the cOlllmunity booth will not
look dismantled.

T,vo persons should alvvays be on duty in the community
booth so that if one is called a,vay, the booth ,viII have some one
in charge to answer questions.

Judging.-This is often the keystone of the success of the
fair, as the awards more than anything else influence public
opinion and establish tIle standards of the exhibits. The selec
tion of the judge or judges of the \\-romen's work is al,vays ratller
a ticklish proposition for fair committees. If possible some out
side and disinterested person sl10uld be chosen.

This person should llloreover be kll0vvn for her knowledge
and success along the lines of work vvhich she is to judgee so tllat
her awards cannot be questiolled, and tIle mallagelllent of the
fair should stand by her in all her decisions.

Judging is really a process of elilllination and cOlllparison.
A judge has in nlind the food or article to be judged as it ,vould
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appear if perfect in all its details and when the articles to be
judged are placed before her she immediately puts aside those
which at first glance do not meet the requirements. After the
first elimination the others may be examined more closely, and
the process of comparison and elimination continued.

Public judging, especially of women's work, should be done
if possible, and, if the judge is experienced and able to comment
on the exhibits as she proceeds with the judging the exhibitors
will be able to gain many points regarding their work.

"Good sportsmanship" is a very necessary thing among ex
hibitors at fairs. It's a fine thing to be a winner, but it's a better
thing to be a good loser and to profit so by the loss that one can
reverse the order at the next fair.

A suggestion which has worked out well in judging is to
use small slips of paper with the name of the fair printed at the
top and a space for the judge to sign at the bottom on which the
judge writes any comments on the article, or suggestions for
improvement. This slip is then fastened to the exhibit in an in
conspicuous place.

Many fairs have as one of the rules for exhibitors "no ar
ticle if not worthy shall receive a premium." Other fairs, how
ever, have the ruling that if there is no competition an article
may receive the first premium. This is a poor rule, for it may
lower the standards of work exceedingly, and a judge who is
really interested in her work will endeavor to raise the stand
ards of the exhibits a little each year.

Scorecards have been featured very much for several years.
These have been worked out in order to make sure that the judge
"plays fair." It has been found, however, that a person exper
ienced in judging can judge just as accurately without a score
as with one, and the tendency in many scorecards is to dissect
the rating into such infinitesimal parts that a great amount of
time and bookkeeping is required for judging each article. More
over, there seems no such thing as a uniform score. The writer
has made a comparison of a number of scorecards for judging
foods, pantry stores: canned goods, needlework and clothing, and
found that anywhere from four to fourteen points were consid
ered in the scores. The scores for judging breads were especial
ly interesting. In analyzing scorecards, it would seem that the
points might be combined or grouped somewhat as follows:

Important points in judging foods, pantry stores and
canned goods:

First, appearance, because the attractive appearance
whets our appetite, and satisfies our natural desire
for beauty.
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Miscellaneous Suggestions.-Posters and charts explaining
the work are of great value. These should be gotten up ill a
"catchy" manner to attract attention. Colored advertisements
obtained from magazines will sometimes aid in making attract
ive posters.

If score cards are used it is an excellent thing to have a
large score card placed next the prize winning product showing
the division of the score.

If time permits it is an excellent thing for the judge to ex
plain why articles received a prize.

Vases of flowers arranged for a center piece for the dining
table, for a shelf, or for a side table would offer excellent ex
hibit material if cards explaining the purpose were placed near
by.

The suggestion given on page 6 for each community to raise
money for the purchase of suitable exhibit cases is one that is
well worthy of consideration.

In counties where there is a county organization of women
the earning of money for suitable exhibit cases and portable
racks for the women's department at the county fair would be
a splendid thing to do and would react in the raising of standards
at the county fair.

One community that the writer is acquainted with is earn
ing money in every conceivable way. With this they are buying
bonds, and ba11king the interest, expecting as soon as their cap
ital reaches a certain amount to start a community house. The
auditorium of such a house would offer a splendid place for a
community fair.
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